
DISPLAY (FOR THE SETTINGS) 

TECHNOLOGY RESEARCH

SOURCE: https://www.crystalfontz.com/product/cfal12856a00151b-128x56-transparent-oled-screen

https://www.crystalfontz.com/product/cfal12856a00151b-128x56-transparent-oled-screen


GROW LIGHTS

TECHNOLOGY RESEARCH



HEATING PAD (TEMPERATURE REGULATION)

TECHNOLOGY RESEARCH

SOURCE: https://core-electronics.com.au/electric-heating-pad-14cm-x-
5cm.html?utm_source=google_shopping&gclid=CjwKCAjwhaaKBhBcEiwA8
acsHMckOZWYvLHKYadT4U1SKbBcVin5V5GU68ukIZF9mgy0TV2-
dT2VQRoC2EQQAvD_BwE

AXIAL FAN (AIR CIRCULATION)

SOURCE: https://core-electronics.com.au/miniature-5v-cooling-fan-with-molex-picoblade-
connector.html?utm_source=google_shopping&gclid=CjwKCAjwhaaKBhBcEiwA8acsHNiBEZIYj
kDiIyp_pUO8UG6JX-jxv3v83B9FQMO9UkEsawy4mzKhFBoCUKwQAvD_BwE

https://core-electronics.com.au/electric-heating-pad-14cm-x-5cm.html?utm_source=google_shopping&gclid=CjwKCAjwhaaKBhBcEiwA8acsHMckOZWYvLHKYadT4U1SKbBcVin5V5GU68ukIZF9mgy0TV2-dT2VQRoC2EQQAvD_BwE
https://core-electronics.com.au/miniature-5v-cooling-fan-with-molex-picoblade-connector.html?utm_source=google_shopping&gclid=CjwKCAjwhaaKBhBcEiwA8acsHNiBEZIYjkDiIyp_pUO8UG6JX-jxv3v83B9FQMO9UkEsawy4mzKhFBoCUKwQAvD_BwE


MIST MAKER (HUMIDITY REGULATION)

TECHNOLOGY RESEARCH

SOURCE: https://au.element14.com/prowave/m165d25/ultrasonic-liquid-atomiser-1-65mhz/dp/1007369?gclid=CjwKCAjwhaaKBhBcEiwA8acsHMnj9sBEJ0ll-9DkISXqWzimIa9Q1kV-
VpNeoU0m_sW6E_CnI4gYJhoCbhIQAvD_BwE&mckv=_dc%7Cpcrid%7C543135799372%7Cpkw%7C%7Cpmt%7C%7Cslid%7C%7Cproduct%

https://au.element14.com/prowave/m165d25/ultrasonic-liquid-atomiser-1-65mhz/dp/1007369?gclid=CjwKCAjwhaaKBhBcEiwA8acsHMnj9sBEJ0ll-9DkISXqWzimIa9Q1kV-VpNeoU0m_sW6E_CnI4gYJhoCbhIQAvD_BwE&mckv=_dc%7Cpcrid%7C543135799372%7Cpkw%7C%7Cpmt%7C%7Cslid%7C%7Cproduct%7C1007369%7Cpgrid%7C132023352612%7Cptaid%7Cpla-363010435644%7C&CMP=KNC-GAU-GEN-SMART-SHOPPING-EMECH


GLASS AND WOOD

FURNITURE/ART IMAGES INSPIRATION

INCORPORATE IN MY DESIGN: 
-Natural colors: brown, ..
-Natural materials wood, 
-Textures, 
-Organic shapes/elements to 
support biophilic design



GLASS AND WOOD

PRODUCT INSPIRATION

THE LID from this water bottle has an over 
mold/insert design on the outside sits the 
wood and on the inside which is in contact 
with the water it has a plastic insert part.

I could use a similar idea on the lid of my 
design the inside of the part that will be in 
contact with water/humidity would be in 
plastic and the outside would be a wood 
cover over the plastic part.



Base and top design iterations

BASE DESIGN ITERATION:
-Currently there is no 
hierarchy in the visual weight 
of the top and base,  make 
one more dominant and the 
focus than the other one.
-The base will be thinner and 
more streamline 
incorporating removable 
stand base that can be used 
either on floor or on table.

DESIGN DEVELOPMENT



GLASS AND WOOD

DESIGN DEVELOPMENT



MATERIAL FOR FINAL PROTOTYPE

PROTOTYPING FORM

MATERIALS FOR MAIN 
BODY (PROTOTYPE).

-Exploring different 
materials and talking to 
workshop guys about most 
suitable material for the 
main part the cylinder.
-Materials recommended 
(acrylic and polycarbonate)

-If choosing a sheet, it had 
to go through a heating 
process to be able to 
curve it after in a roller.
-If choosing a sheet where 
the to ends meet will be 
joint and that join wont be 
flashed it will overlap and 
might not look nice as I am 
restricted with only being 
able to use transparent 
materials on main body.

-MOST APPROPRIATE 
MATERIAL OPTION FOR 
MAIN BODY will e a 
cylinder with the desire 
diameter and cut to length 
if aesthetics is important.



DESIGN AND FORMS main body and removable top

PROTOTYPING FORMS 



DESIGN AND FORMS main body and removable top

PROTOTYPING FORMS 



SCREEN DISPLAY:

-Changed location from 
the main body, on the 
side of the product to 
now the top of the 
product so the wood 
could be users to hide 
some of the electronics  
of the product

DESIGN AND FORMS main body and removable top

PROTOTYPING FORMS 



DESIGN AND FORMS main body and removable top

PROTOTYPING FORMS 



DESIGN AND FORMS main body and removable top

PROTOTYPING FORMS 

SELECTED FORMS and 
overall design for main 
body and tabletop



Prototype to explore size, parts and assembly

PROTOTYPING SIZE / VOLUME



PROTOTYPING SIZE / VOLUME
Prototype to explore size, parts and assembly



SCREEN location and feet design 

DESIGN DEVELOPMENT

SCREEN DISPLAY:

-Changed location from 
the main body, on the 
side of the product to 
now the top of the 
product so the wood 
could be users to hide 
some of the electronics  
of the product



Part’s materials and manufacturing

DESIGN DEVELOPMENT

Consult with jack tutor:
-Potential materials for parts
-Potential manufacturing processes
-Research and confirm tho.

Parts design, materials, manufacturing

PARTS:

1. TOP LID (3 subparts):
1.1 Wooden cover
1.2 Plastic insert
1.3 TPU Gasket

2. MAIN BODY (single part)
-Material: polycarbonate/ acrylic.
-Manufacturing p: extrusion

3. WOODEN VENEER BASE:
-Laser cut and glued together



Base design

DESIGN DEVELOPMENT

PARTS Manufacturing Processes 
and Materials.

-Base cover has a space for grip so 
it can be easily taken out and back 
in.
-Base involve 3 parts: cover, insert 
and gasket.



Technology and electronics (GROW LIGHTS)

RESEARCH ELECTRONICS

Grow lights:
-Color temperature: 6400K
-Watts: 24
-Lumens: how much it gives off 
(must be over 500 lumens)

Normal lights:
-Color temperature: 6500K
-Lumens: how much it gives off 
(must be over 500 lumens)



Technology and electronics (GROW LIGHTS)

ELECTRONICS LIGHTING

PARTS:

1. OPTION A: 
-Higher kelvin
-Continues light/glow 

2. MAIN BODY (single part)
-Material: polycarbonate/ acrylic.
-Manufacturing p: extrusion

3. WOODEN VENEER BASE:
-Laser cut and glued together

SOURCE:
https://linearlux.com.au/product/flexi
ble-led-strip-light-cob-cct-dual-warm-
cool-white-19-2w-m-24v-2400-
6500ok-ip20/

https://linearlux.com.au/product/flexible-led-strip-light-cob-cct-dual-warm-cool-white-19-2w-m-24v-2400-6500ok-ip20/


HYDRO DIPPING plastic parts (LID material)

MANUFACTURING HYDRO DIPPING

REASONING:

1.(COST) Parts can be injection molded as opposed of machined 
wood which is more expensive.
2.Process: After parts are injection molded, they will then be hydro 
dipped.
3.(DURABILITY) The thinner areas of the parts will be stronger if done 
in plastic as opposed of timber. When thin, timber is more brittle, less 
strong than plastic..
4.Plastic is water resistant.
5. (SHAPES) More intricate shapes can be achieved to assist in 
holding/housing electronics.

NEAGTIVE:
The wooden finish might no look very realistic which might make the 
product be perceived as cheap.



Material (Main body - cylinder) for final prototype

MATERIALS MAIN BODY

SOURCE:
https://www.acrylicsonline.com.au/pr
oducts/extruded-clear-acrylic-tube-
250mm

https://www.kfplastics.com.au/clear-
acrylic-tube

MAIN BODY - MATERIAL:

1.Comes in the actual diameter and 
length
3.Seethrough

https://www.acrylicsonline.com.au/products/extruded-clear-acrylic-tube-250mm
https://www.kfplastics.com.au/clear-acrylic-tube


Inserts design (houses plant cuttings)

DESIGN DEVELOPMENT

CENTRE STACKABLE DESIGN:

NEGATIVE – because all the inserts are stacked into one part, to access 
any of them, they must be unstacked first. Time consuming.

POSITIVE – stackable design means easily attached and detached parts 
and low amount of parts.

Inserts design (houses plant cuttings)

CENTER POLE AND INSERTS:

POSITIVE - Inserts attached easily to poll, can be moved sideways and 
up and down and only the needed inserts can be used (depending on 
the number of cuttings).

NEGATIVE - If all inserts are used in the pole and user needs to access 
the bottom insert, the pole needs to be taken out.



Inserts design (houses plant cuttings)

DESIGN DEVELOPMENT

MULTIPLE POLES AND CONE INSERTS:

POSITIVE - Having more than one pole allows the person when accessing 
an insert to pull the pole where their insert is, which saves time. Unlike one 
pole that has all the inserts and would take more time if accessing the ones 
at the bottom.

NEGATIVE – There is no much room for root development due to the 
narrow bottom of the cone insert.

Inserts design (houses plant cuttings)

MULTIPLE POLES AND CYLINDER INSERTS:

POSITIVE -Unlike the cone shape with a narrow bottom, the cylinder inserts 
offer more space at the bottom of the insert for root development.

NEGATIVE – to take bottom inserts, the top ones have to be removed first.

FIND OUT – need to think how the poles can be placed inside the cylinder 
without much difficulty 



Inserts design (houses plant cuttings)

DESIGN DEVELOPMENT

INSERT DESIGN (attachment and grip:

POSITIVE –All designs provide a good grip for easy attachment and 
removal (right image).

NEGATIVE – Inserts design aesthetics is now more complex and busier. 
This part will be seen through the main body so it should be aesthetically 
pleasing and in harmony with the rest of the design. Must be simplified 
more.



Inserts design (houses plant cuttings)

DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
INSERT DESIGN (attachment and grip):

POSITIVE –Attachment only occurs at the top which 
means less friction and easier removal and attachment. 
Person ca hold the bottom and pull to detach product 
from poll and to attach it back to the poll

RESOLVE –make design to sit straight and not in an 
angle, determine right dimensions and attachment area, 
decide what plastic is transparent and flexes to chose 
for this part.



Base design for pole ease of placement 

DESIGN DEVELOPMENT

INSERT DESIGN (attachment and grip:
-The base will have to have openings for the poles to go through and 
keep them upright. Openings might also be needed in the lid, so it 
further helps keeping the poles upright.

-To facilitate placing the poles specially with plants in where there is 
limited visibility incorporate a self alignment system, so the user 
doesn’t need to be precise when finding the hole to place the pole, but 
it self-directs it

-How parts may fit with each other. Needs to be further resolved (with 
electronics and lid and how it fits the main body)
-Decided to not include the removable top to simplify product and 
because to top lid also serves as a table to place items.
-Top lid (in pink) bottom edge might have to come in at an angle or if not 
align it to the feet, so both the feet and the lid come out from the main 
body the same distance (same width).

Lid and removable table design



Display (menu/setting) design and location 

DESIGN DEVELOPMENT



MANUFACTURING AND MATERIAL (for top parts)

DESIGN DEVELOPMENT

PART: WOODEN COVER
MANUFACTURING PROCESS: injection molding
MATERIALS: plastic and wooden film
MANUFACTURE PROCESS/MATERIAL BENEFITS: does not scratch, 
cost effective specially for a large part when compare with solid wood 
carving and machining and stronger and more durable part.



DISPLAY  (LED display panel behind wood and elastic displays)

DESIGN DEVELOPMENT

Sources:
https://theawesomer.com/mui-wood-touch-panel/508728/

https://www.aliexpress.com/item/1005002220503523.html?spm=a2g0
o.productlist.0.0.ce69441c3qLqbn&algo_pvid=2bc2e44e-abc5-44a5-
ad61-
5a33f96114fd&aem_p4p_detail=202110251856251001430280160400
44867733&algo_exp_id=2bc2e44e-abc5-44a5-ad61-5a33f96114fd-
9&pdp_ext_

INSERT DESIGN (attachment and grip:

-FLEXIBLE SCREEN (top right) is needed because the screen is located 
in a curved area on the product and can't be placed on the flat surface as 
it is used to place objects

-Display placed under a transparent plastic part with a wooden film 
to look like the image on top left.

https://theawesomer.com/mui-wood-touch-panel/508728/
https://www.aliexpress.com/item/1005002220503523.html?spm=a2g0o.productlist.0.0.ce69441c3qLqbn&algo_pvid=2bc2e44e-abc5-44a5-ad61-5a33f96114fd&aem_p4p_detail=20211025185625100143028016040044867733&algo_exp_id=2bc2e44e-abc5-44a5-ad61-5a33f96114fd-9&pdp_ext_f=%7B%22sku_id%22%3A%2212000019336974299%22%7D


MANUFACTURING Cost estimate –wooden cover lid (Material, production, tooling, cavities)

DESIGN DEVELOPMENT

Sources:
https://www.custompartnet.com/estimate/injectio
n-molding/?units=1

MANUFACTURING info:

-CAVITIES: Wooden cover is a large part, so it is cheaper to have a 
single cavity in the tooling.
-CAVITIES: It is cheaper to have multiple cavities tooling when the 
parts are small
-UNDERCUTS CHEAPER THAN EXTRA LABOUR: It is more 
effective in the long run to add under cuts as it minimizes assembly 
time and costs as it reduces need for labor.

https://www.custompartnet.com/estimate/injection-molding/?units=1


Injection Moulding (undercuts, securing electronics, sliding cores)

MANUFACTURING RESERARCH

-Undercuts: when done to 
secure electronics or to join 
parts, it results more cost 
effective than not having 
them, and having more 
parts or fasteners (screws) 
instead. This increases 
costs in assembly (labor 
costs). 
-Words and information 
can be machined in the 
tooling to show it in the 
product (brand name, logo, 
type of plastic etc)
-Texture can be machined 
in the tooling to have 
texture in the part.



MARKET RESEARCH  (Waterproof electronic housings)

DESIGN DEVELOPMENT

WATERPROOF/ WATER RESISTANT 
ELECTRONIC HOUSINGS:
-Common material used: ABS
-Transparent color specially for covers.
-Typical parts: gaskets, base, lid, fasteners,  screw 
bosses/recess, cable openings and protection.
Source: 
https://www.aliexpress.com/item/32920105599.html?src=goo
gle&src=google&albch=shopping&acnt=708-803-
3821&slnk=&plac=&mtctp=&albbt=Google_7_shopping&albag
n=888888&isSmbAutoCall=false&needSmbHouyi=false&albcp
=11492545420&albag=112296941236&trgt=539263010115&cr
ea=en32920105599&netw=u&device=c&albpg=539263010115
&albpd=en32920105599&gclid=CjwKCAjwn8SLBhAyEiwAHNT
JbZiCjjMCP79AlDgGYkQZntga_kczg2ruB6B2lXGti3lxN-
unSgyJgRoCyMkQAvD_BwE&gclsrc=aw.ds&aff_fcid=ffae1311
1eee4cc5ba9acf6d3dd86e96-1634822771401-00650-
UneMJZVf&aff_fsk=UneMJZVf&aff_platform=aaf&sk=UneMJZ
Vf&aff_trace_key=ffae13111eee4cc5ba9acf6d3dd86e96-
1634822771401-00650-
UneMJZVf&terminal_id=1c096393c7ea417280526e4b68f268c
6



DESIGN DEVELOPMENT

Sources:
https://www.custompartnet.com/estimate/injection-molding/?units=1

ELECTRONICS HOUSING: for products used 
outdoors or exposed to water.
Electronics housing contains:
-PCB board
-Elastic LED screen
-Humidity sensor
-Fans (x2) 
-Full spectrum grow lights strip 

Housing must:
-Be see through 
-Protect all electronics from water/humidity but allow fan to have direct 
access to the rest of the product to aid air circulation and humidity 
sensors to be able to sense humidity in the main body where the cuttings 
are.
-Have a cut where the screen is so the screen is in direct contact with the 
main cover so it can be activated through touch.

MARKET RESEARCH  (Waterproof electronic housings)

https://www.custompartnet.com/estimate/injection-molding/?units=1


DISPLAY/ELECTRONICS LOCATION and top part design spec

DESIGN DEVELOPMENT

-DISPLAY USED will be on a CURVED SURFACE so it would need an elastic 
display LED display.
-display will be located on the chamfer edge of the wooden cover so user can place 
objects on the top and not having to worry about display being blocked or hidden 
by an object.
-Display will be placed in an electronic housing made from transparent plastic 
and place on the inside of the cover, underneath a thin layer of plastic so the LED 
lights can be seen through the cover.



Inspiration (product legs, transitions, color and materials)

DETAILS INSPIRATION



Context  (dimensions and location)

PROTOTYPE 1 (large) TESTING

STAND  MODE COFFE TABLE MODE PRODUCT HEIGHT

Product Dimensions: 30cm diameter & 70 cm high
PROTYPE TEST comments:
-70cm Height is a bit to high, specially when placed next to a sofa. 
-30cm diameter is a bit too large, decrease it by few cm’s. Just enough space 
so it can hold lamps, plants or vases and has space on the sides, so it is not too 
close to the edge.
-The product can be used to place decorative elements such as plants and 
vases or as a coffee table anywhere in the living room including next to a sofa 
or next to a tv.



Context – Living room (dimensions and location) 

PROTOTYPE 2 (small) TESTING

Product Dimensions: 20cm diameter & 58 cm high

NEXT TO THE SOFA PRODUCT HEIGHTNEXT TO THE TV

PROTYPE TEST comments:
-60cm Height is a good and appropriate height for a table/stand furniture.
-The product can be placed anywhere in the living room including next to 
a sofa or next to a tv.
-20cm diameter is the minimum, maybe increase it a few extra centimeters 
to have enough room to place different objects on, such as a plant, a lamp or 
vase so they are not to close to the edge.



PRODUCT – insert (activity)

PROTOTYPE 2 (small) TESTING

INSERT DIAMETER INSERT HEIGHT INSERT INSIDE PRODUCT

PROTYPE TEST comments:
-Plastic cup was taped to the side of the pole.
-Plastic cup dimensions: Top diameter was 7.5cm and 11cm high.
-Higher than needed for small size cuttings. Although, this height might be 
good for bigger cuttings.
-The diameter of the prototype allows space for several medium size 
cuttings as seen in the picture.
-Diameter cannot be bigger otherwise leaves will crash with the sides of the 
wall of the cylinder.

INSERT 
(off to the side of the pole)



ACTIVITY – plant cuttings, insert and main product.

PROTOTYPE 2 (small) TESTING

ACTIVITY involves:
-User will place cuttings inside inserts.
-Plant cuttings will vary in size base on plant species and maturity. 
-Inserts will be attached to and removed from the pole.
-Inserts need enough room for root development and decent height to 
hold cutting upright.
-User will monitor root development to know when cutting is ready to 
be potted.
-User will monitor cutting to ensure roots are healthy and treat them 
ASAP if they are rotting (color changes).
-User will remove cuttings from insert and untangle roots to pot them 
(when different plant species are in the same insert).

TEST FINDINGS (plastic cup 
used):
-Inserts’ height can be shorter than 
plastic glass height (in picture). So that 
more inserts can fit. The plastic glass in 
the picture is taller than needed for the 
cutting anyways, with space to spare.
-The orientation of the insert must 
alternate (left & right) so the leaves don’t 
crash with the bottom of the insert 
above if they are placed on top of each 
other(refer to sketch on the right).

PRODUCT HEIGHT POLE HEIGHT INSERTS HEIGHT



ACTIVITY – Cylinder space for larger and smaller user.

PROTOTYPE 2 (small) TESTING 

ACTIVITY involves:
-User needs to put hand inside to remove pole with attached inserts 
out the cylinder and place it back in the cylinder.
-User needs to put arm inside the cylinder to be able to clean the 
product
-User needs to be able to take pole out of the cylinder and place it 
somewhere to access/remove/monitor plant cuttings.

USER 1
Female

USER 2
Male

USER 1
Female

Product is 20cm diameter 58 cm high
TEST FINDINGS:
-Increase a bit more the diameter of the product from 20 to 25cm to 
have a bit more room.
-Add a part to the top of the pole that the user can better grasp on 
when holding the pole. This will prevent accidentally dropping the pole.
-Provide a base to the pole so it can stand on the floor when the 
person takes it out, and the person doesn’t need to hold them.
-The inserts should also be able to stand on the floor, so the user 
doesn’t need to hold them whilst 



ELECTRONICS and their dimensions

ELECTRONIC HOUSING PARTS 



INJECTION MOULDING rules– Top part

MANUFACTURING RESEARCH 



Pole, pole base and product base

DESIGN DEVELOPMENT

Pole, pole base and product base LID design 1 Pole, pole base and product base LID design 2



Top, display and electronic housing

DESIGN DEVELOPMENT



resolving various details

DESIGN DEVELOPMENT



MANUFACTURING PROCESS AND MATERIAL – Cylinder (largest part)

DESIGN DEVELOPMENT

Source: https://www.piedmontplastics.com/blog/acrylic-vs-polycarbonate-understanding-the-differences

https://www.piedmontplastics.com/blog/acrylic-vs-polycarbonate-understanding-the-differences


Pole and pole base design

DESIGN DEVELOPMENT



Inserts ,pole and base

DESIGN DEVELOPMENT



Air circulation (openings and fan) 

DESIGN DEVELOPMENT



Air circulation – opening patterns (organic shapes) 

DESIGN DEVELOPMENT



PROTOTYPING planning (number of parts, design and materials)

PROTOTYPE DEVELOPMENT



PROTOTYPE PLANING parts, assembly and materials

PROTOTYPE DEVELOPMENT



GROW LIGHTS for prototype

PROTOTYPE DEVELOPMENT



Electronic Housing and top dimensions

PROTOTYPE DEVELOPMENT



Overall design

PROTOTYPE DEVELOPMENT



Top/cover overall dimensions

CHANGES:
-Rounded inside corners to increase strength to the part

Chosen material and color (wood and keep natural color).

PROTOTYPE DEVELOPMENT



TOP COVER DESIGN CHANGES (improving aesthetics)

Alterations on cylinder design to not see 
acrylic on the inside from the wooden top.

Alterations on cylinder design to not see 
acrylic on the inside from the wooden top.

Slight changes on the wooden cover, 
including removing the visible acrylic that 
was showing through the cylinder

Potential manufacturing process for the 
large cylinder – Blow molding (cost 
effective, less parts needed)

This design can be 
applied to the 
cylinder design and 
be done through 
blow molding  (right 
picture)

PROTOTYPE DEVELOPMENT



PLANNING AND RESOLVING DESIGN DETAILS FOR FINAL PROTOTYPE

PROTOTYPE DEVELOPMENT



PLANNING AND RESOLVING DESIGN DETAILS FOR FINAL PROTOTYPE

PROTOTYPE DEVELOPMENT



MAKING METAL BAND FEATURE FOR TOP AND BASE

PROTOTYPE DEVELOPMENT



MAKING TOP COVER  FOR FINAL PROTOTYPE

PROTOTYPE DEVELOPMENT



ELECTRONICS housing design and electronics arrangement

DESIGN DEVELOPMENT



ELECTRONICS housing design and electronics arrangement

DESIGN DEVELOPMENT



PARTS design and assembly

DESIGN DEVELOPMENT



LEFT TO DO

PROTOTYPE DEVELOPMENT



DIGITAL DISPLAY AND BRANDING

PROTOTYPE DEVELOPMENT



DETAILS

PROTOTYPE DEVELOPMENT



CAD

DESIGN DEVELOPMENT



CAD

DESIGN DEVELOPMENT



CAD

DESIGN DEVELOPMENT



CAD

DESIGN DEVELOPMENT



CAD (Inserts base)

PROTOTYPE DEVELOPMENT



INSERTS AND POLE

PROTOTYPE DEVELOPMENT



AIR CIRCULATION OPENINGS AND INSERTS BASE PATTERNS

PROTOTYPE DEVELOPMENT



FINAL PROTOTYPE PROCESS

FINAL PROTOTYPE



FINAL DESIGN RENDERS

FINAL RENDERS



PROTOTYPE AND CONTEXT

FINAL PROTOTYPE



HOME ENVIRONMENTS

PROTOTYPE USER EXPERIENCE PHOTOS



HOME ENVIRONMENTS

PROTOTYPE CONTEXT PHOTOS




